
Chapter 5 – Research task 2 

The following activity can be used as an introductory or closing task, and is designed to 

complement the content of Chapter 5 in Galloway and Rose’s (2015) book Introducing Global 

Englishes (Oxon., UK: Routledge).   

Lexical variation in the ‘New’ Englishes 

Kachru and Nelson (2006, p. 201) note that, ‘Semantic concerns are “perhaps the most 

interesting and dynamic area” of African markedness’ and, as Chapter 5 highlighted, a lot of 

work has focused on this aspect of variation. In South Asia, for example, lexical variation can 

be seen in the form of matrimonial advertisements, which feature heavily in newspapers. 

These adverts are a prime example of culturally specific use of the language and reveal a lot 

about the domains in which English is used in India. Examination of this usage can reveal 

how English is used innovatively in particular contexts around the world for varied purposes. 

Step 1 

Choose a context from Chapter 5 and examine the further examples of lexical variation 

provided on the following pages.  

5a: South Asia  

Variety-specific compounds  
o to by-heart (to learn by heart ), shoe-bite (blister), beer-bottle (bottle of beer), 

head-tie (woman’s head dress), head-bath (washing one’s hair after massaging 
with oil), finger chips (French fries), full-boiled and half-boiled egg (hard- and 
soft-boiled eggs), cooling glass (sunglasses). 

o Compound formation is common in India, e.g. chalk-piece (piece of chalk), key-
bunch (bunch of keys). 

Same meaning, different words  
o bogey (railway carriage), cracker (firework), copy-book (notebook).  
o India: backside (behind), bioddata (curriculum vitae), colony (residential area), 

cousin-sister (female cousin). Some older British English lexical items are still 
used in India (e.g. thrice). 

Conversion 
o to off/on (to switch off/on). 

Semantic shift 
o Semantic extension – secular (respect for all religions), cut (slaughter an 

animal), hotel (restaurant, café – not necessarily with lodgings). 
Compounding/specialized meaning 

o pen-down-strike (workers present at work, but refusing to work).  
Derivation 

o upliftment (uplift), prepone (to bring forward in time). 
Abbreviations 

o funda (fundamental) 
Coinages 

o co-brother (one’s wife’s sister’s husband), cousin-brother (as opposed to a 
sibling) eve-teasing (sexual harassment of women), to half-fry (to fry an egg on 
one side), batch-mate (a person who was in the same class), inskirt (petticoat), 
love marriage (marrying someone of one’s own choice as opposed to someone 
chosen by the family), pin drop silence (so silent you can hear a pin drop), 



chargesheet (a formal document of accusation), eveninger (evening newspaper 
in India and Pakistan), french beard (a small beard on the chin). 

Borrowing 
o Physical objects – bandh (strike), challan (pay-in or remittance slip), coolie 

(porter, someone who carries luggage), crore (100 lakhs; 10 million), lakh 
(100,000), goonda (hooligan), mela (crowd), swadeshi (of one’s own country), 
pucca/pucka (genuine/good quality). 

o India – crore (ten million), durzi (tailor), hartal (a strike used as a political 
gesture), lakh (one hundred thousand), lathi (bamboo stick used by the police), 
jawan (soldier; youth). 

o Food – dosa (roti), channa (chick peas).  
o Clothing – sari (traditional dress).  
o Social standing and customs – nawabs (an Indian ruler during Mogul empires in 

Pakistan), sahib (used to address a man, especially one with some status in 
Pakistan).  

o Cultural traditions – melas (festival), caste system (India’s social stratification 
system).  

o Hyrbid forms, a combination of English and borrowed terms – lathi-charge (an 
attack by the police using lathis), purdah women (a women wearing a veil; 
Muslim dress); many forms are made with wallah to make nouns indicating 
someone involved in a certain activity, e.g. congresswallah (member of 
congress), rickshawallah (someone who drives a richshaw), delhiwallah 
(someone from Delhi), doodhwallah (someone who sells milk), chaiwallah (tea 
server), dhobiwallah (laundry worker). 

 

Matrimonial adverts 
Below are some links containing matrimonial advertisements and samples. 
 
http://www.thehindu.com/classifieds/matrimonial/ 

 34YRS/ HANDSOME divorced Hindu Nadar own IT Business, seek professional 
girl, CNB sc/st excuse. (Published on 2 November 2014.) 

 WELL SETTLED Businessman from Kerala-180, 52 handsome goodlooking fair 
looking for a companion below 40 slim fair from any cast, widows/singles also 
considered. (Published on 2 November 2014.) 

 MARUTHUVAR 35 MA Receptionist 15000+ seeks any Girl Caste no bar Box No-
HB-2917,THE HINDU Chennai-600002. (Published on 2 November 2014.) 

 FATHER - Hindu Vanniyakulashatriya, Mother - RC Tamil, 28/178, BE, SWE, TCS-
Chennai, 8L P.A. Seeks Suitable Educated Bride. Send BHP to: 
v*********51@gmail.com (Published on 2 November 2014.) 

http://www.advertisementindia.com/Matrimonial-Sample-Advertisements.aspx 

 Ezhuva Parents invite proposals for their daughter 23 years, 5'3" doing P.G. 
Mass Communication and Journalism from Amity, Noida (New Delhi), 
Makayiram Nakshtram, good looking. Father Categoery-I Officer, Central Govt. 
seeks good alliance from well to do and settled boys. Respond with BHP to XYZ 
C/O X. X. XXXX, Add.: XYZ Nagar, XYZbad Tele. XXXXXX 

 Chauhan girl 27/5'2" convented b'ful working in top MNC Lko. Father Cl-I 
officer. High status family. E-mail: xxxxx@sify.com  

 Hyderabad settled Maharashtrian parents, for daughter, PG, 27, Software 
Engineer, 22000+, divorsed, no issues. Email: xxxxxxx@rediffmail.com 

http://www.indiaabroad.com/CLASSIFIED/current-listing/2910.shtml 

 INDIAN parents invite alliances for New York settled daughter, (31/5'4'', slim, 
fair & beautiful) working at an investment bank. We are traditional yet modern 
family, well-settled in New Delhi. Email biodata & pictures: 

http://www.thehindu.com/classifieds/matrimonial/
http://www.advertisementindia.com/Matrimonial-Sample-Advertisements.aspx
http://www.indiaabroad.com/CLASSIFIED/current-listing/2910.shtml


 M********3@gmail.com NI Punjabi parents seeking suitable match for 41 year 
old/5'9'', professional, never married daughter, East/West values. Serious 
inquires. Email biodata w/recent photo a must. 

 SEEKING alliance from qualified men, mid 30s & above for fair, smart, 5’4”, 
attractive daughter. Working as Senior Manager for DKNY/Louis Vuitton, 
Degree from FIT. Punjabi American parents, broad-minded, well-settled in 
California. Call (210) 386-**** 

5b: South-East Asia  

Variety-specific compounds  

 The Philippines: neighbourhood school (low status schools in one’s 
neighborhood). 

Same meaning, different words  

 Singapore and Malaysia: stay rather than live may be used permanent or long-
term residence. 

 The Philippines: stick (cigarette), motel (a hotel used for pre-marital or 
extramarital affairs). 

 Malaysia: popcorn (a loquacious person). 
Semantic shift  

 Semantic extension – Singapore: follow (Can I follow? i.e. can I come 
along/accompany you?), open (turn on the light (I open the light)), alphabet 
(letter of the alphabet), take (to (like to) eat or drink). 

 Words often take on the meaning of their Chinese counterpart (e.g. in 
Singapore, borrow and lend have the same meaning, stemming from the 

Mandarin word 借 (jiè) meaning to lend or to borrow, e.g. Can I lend your 
car?/Can I borrow your car?).  

Abbreviation 

 taka (to refer to the shopping chain Takashimaya), stinge (formed from the 
adjective ‘stingy’ to refer to someone who is overly careful with finances). 

Blending 

 air-con (air conditioner), distripark (a distribution park or a warehouse 
complex) in Singapore.  

Acronyms 

 Singapore and Malaysia: CTE (central expressway), MRT (underground 
transport system), MC (medical certificate).  

Coinages 

 Singapore: killer litter (rubbish discarded from high-rises which may end up 
killing someone by accident); marina kids (youngsters who spend their leisure 
time at or around marina square, a shopping centre). 

 The Philippines: ambo (a Filipino perceived to be too pro-American), promdi 
(from the province), shophouse (a shop where the owners live upstairs), 
outstation (referring to being overseas). 

Borrowing  

 In Singapore, borrowings from Malay and Hokkien Chinese occur, and in the 
Phillipines items may be borrowed from Spanish, Tagalog and other indigenous 
languages. 

 Physical objects – Singapore: chope (to reserve), koon (sleep), makan (to eat, 
food), tolong (help). The Phillipines: from Spanish: as alto (surprise party), 
estafa (fraud), querida (girlfriend); from indigenous languages: boondock 
(mountain), carabao (water buffalo), kundiman (love song). 

 Food – Singapore and Malaysia: durian (tropical fruit), mee gorang (spicy fried 
noodles). 



 Clothing – sarong. 
 Cultural traditions – Singapore and Malaysia: kampong (from Malay, meaning 

village or home town), bomoh (from Malay, meaning medicine man with 
supernatural powers), surau (place of prayer for Muslims); in Malaysia: 
penghulu (from Malay, to refer to the headman of the village), bumiputra (from 
Malay, meaning ‘the original inhabitants of the land’).  

5c: English in Africa  

Same meaning, different words  

 West Africa: carpet (linoleum), corner (a bend in the road), to take in (besides 
‘standard’ English meaning, it can also mean ‘to become pregnant’). 

 Ghana: give me chance/way (‘excuse me’ in a narrow passage), to forget (to 
lose), minerals (soft drinks), robots (traffic lights), matchbox (shacks or small 
dwelling units). 

Conversion  

 West Africa: off (to switch off). 
Semantic shift 

 Semantic extension – Malawi: the verb to move takes on various meanings, e.g. 
Suzagao is moving with my cousin (dating), he is moving with bad boys 
(socializing). 

 South Africa: father (older brothers), uncle, aunt, brother, sister, mother, 
grandmother, and grandfather do not just refer to blood relations; he proposed 
love to her (he told her he loved her), you are scarce (I haven’t seen you for a 
while) in BSAE. 

 West Africa: to bluff (besides ‘standard’ English meaning, it can also mean ‘to 
dress fashionably’ or ‘to show off’), to hear (besides ‘standard’ English 
meaning, one can also ‘hear’, i.e. ‘understand’), serviceable (besides ‘standard’ 
English meaning, it can also mean ‘willing to serve’). 

Semantic narrowing 

 Nigeria: travel (to be away). 

 Zambia: fotting (walking). 

 Ghana: hot drinks (alcoholic drinks). 

 West Africa: guy (an outgoing, self-assured young man). 
New meanings given to old words 

 brutal American film (exciting American film) and some English word forms are 
used in other contexts, e.g. general terms instead of specific terms (an election 
is done, not held; commit an action, not a crime) (also notes the use of older 
terms that have been lost in ‘standard’ English (e.g. trinket (item of jewellery), 
station (place of abode) and can be able is widespread in parts of Africa, which 
dates back to Elizabethan English). 

Compounding/specialized meaning 

 Rainbow -X in South Africa (see Chapter 2).  
Derivation 

 Ghana: enstool and destool.  
Blending 

 The indigenous item indaba (a serious meeting involving community leaders) 
results in indaba bid, indaba presentation, indaba gurus, bush indaba, 
education indaba. 

Coinage 

 facing a lot of hardcap (hardship).  

 these been-to boys (those who have travelled abroad, specifically to Britain or 
America), a me-and-my-darling (a small sofa or love seat), knife bread, sheet 



bed. 

 Ghana: serviceable (willing to serve), scholarize (have a high rate of school 
attendance), guested (to have a guest), robots (traffic lights), matchbox (shacks 
or small dwelling units). 

 West Africa: a been-to (someone who has ‘been to’ Europe or North America, 
slightly derogatory), chop bar/canteen (a restaurant serving indigenous food), 
coal pot (a form of brazier for cooking on). 

Borrowing 

 Physical objects – East Africa: daka (shop), nawettan (off-season football 
tournament), askari (policeman) duka (shop), kibanda (black market), 
manamba (labourer), matatu (taxi bus), wananchi (fellow citizens)); West 
Africa: Kibanda (black market), matutu (taxi bus), msungu (white person), 
brown envelope (bribe); Liberia: molue (mini-bus) and okada (commercial 
motorbike); Nigeria: grona boy (street boy, young delinquent), jay-jay (term for 
old Liberian dollar), kongors/Congoes (the original settlers from America); 
Sierra Leone: pdapoda (mini bus), omolankey (push cart). 

 Food – sugali (the staple food in Kenya and Tanzania), posho (the staple food in 
Uganda), irio and githeri (for Kikuyu dishes), vitumbua (coastal rice-cakes), 
kyindi (maize beer), mandazi (wheat cake), matoke (banana), chai (tea) in East 
Africa; West Africa: gari (flour made from cassava), fufu (pounded meal of 
cereal); Cameroon: erru (a forest vegetable), ndole (a dish made with bitter 
leaves) and achu (pounded cocoyam paste); Nigeria: draw soup (okra soup); 
Ghana: abenkwan (palm soup), abolo (baked or steamed maize dough), fugu (a 
kind of smock), komi (a fufu-like food); Liberia: bitter ball (a local variety of 
eggplant), dumboy (boiled cassava dough, squeezed into balls and dipped into 
palm oil soup). 

 Clothing – South Africa: kaross (a cloak worn by the Bushmen); East Africa: 
khansu (shirt). 

 Cultural traditions – lobola (bride-price), uhuru (independence in the realm of 
politics), harambee (pulling together), indaba (noted above), bosberaad (from 
Afrikaans meaning a meeting of leaders at a retreat which is remote from 
urban centres, intended to provide participants with the chance to focus, 
undisturbed, on difficult issues), lekker (from Afrikaans meaning cool, better, 
delicious), muti (from Zulu and Xhosa referring to a traditional medicine, 
magical charm), lobola (from Zulu and Xhosa, loosely translated as dowry or 
bride-price), braai (from Afrikaans for barbecue), mampara (perhaps from 
Sotho for waste material, idiot), bondu/Bundu (a secret society for women).  

Discourse markers  
 In … na/now (used to convey attitudes, and sometimes used in Cameroon), sha 

(may convey an attitude of impatience), and finish (used to signal the end of an 
enumeration or the end of the turn itself, e.g. rice and yam, finish; went to visit 
my friend, finish). 

Step 2 

Look at one of the online corpora available, then analyse the usage of some of these 

examples or others (e.g. from newspapers in your chosen context). Search for a word or 

phrase. 

Step 3 

Present your findings. 


